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Happy Holidays from 
The Central Florida 
Future staff .. See you 
next semester. 
Cigars are 













Knights put on a 
high-flying act as 
they soar past 
Nova Southeastern 
Tuesday night at 
the UCF Arena. 





Sports . 16 
A year in review.for SGA 
by Guanina Rodriguez summer. Staff writer 
In the past two years, Finally taking office that 
UCF' s Student Government 
fall, Torregrosa and Amoros 
Association .(SGA) has made 
began to deal with campaign 
enough headlines to stir the 
issues. Problems began to arise 
student body, local community 
when Torregrosa decided to 
and national news into a frenzy. 
rescind all the SGA nominations 
It all started with the 
made by the former SGA Presi-
1995 election of then SGA 
dent during that summer, includ-
President, Miguel Torregrosa, 
ing the posts of three election 
and Vice ~resident, Frank commissioners. 
Amoros. The Torregrosa/ The 1996 spring semes-
Amoros team had problems 
ter began to reveal bigger prob-
even before they took office that 
lems within Student Government. 
fall ( 1995). 
Allegations of misspent monies 
The SGA President and 
and violations of spending 
Vice-President would have 
procedures by Torregrosa and his 
taken office that May, but 
administration brought negative 
election violations related to 
publicity to the UCF Student 
campaign overspending kept 
government. 
them out of office for the entire 
The UCF administration 
and some students questioned the ers. The elections were resched-
SGA spending for items such as uled for the end of March. 
laptop computers, advertise- Responsibility for the 
ments, football game tickets and questionable Student Govern-
the intended purchase of a new ment spending was still a major 
Ford Explorer. issue at thi~ point in time. State 
The money in question auditors had begun to review 
came from the SGA President's spending procedures of the UCF 
projects account which is part of Student Government. 
the $4.6 million in Activity and UCF received local 
Service Fees paid by the student media attention. The local 
body. newspaper, The Orlando 
Meanwhile, candidates Sentinel, ran a front-page article 
for the 1996 SGA Presidential concerning questionable expendi-
and Vice-Presidential seats were tures within UCF's Student 
preparing their campaigns. Government. 
But on Feb. 9, During a press confer-
Terregrosa suspended the ence on March i 2, UCF Presi-
presidential elections due to lack dent, John Hitt, accompanied by 
of enough election officials 
including election commission- see SGA, page 4 
The world comes togeth~r 
to remember HIV and AIDS 
by Tracy Webb 
News editor 
There are an estimated 
20 million people world wide af-
fected with AIDS or HIV. There 
are approximately five new infec-
tions transmitted every minute. 
With the number of cases growing 
each day, month and year. It is 
imperative that the population be-
comes aware of the risks involved 
with this world wide epidemic. 
Sunday, Dec. 1, was 
World ~DS Day. People around 
the world participated in activities 
dedicated to informing the popu-
lation about AIDS and HIV and to 
remember the people who have 
already become infected with the 
virus. 
The theme of this years 
World AIDS Day was "One World, 
One Hope." The Joint United Na-
tions Program on HIV/AIDS says, 
"The theme emphasizes the need 
" 
People around 
the world hope for a 
cure, for a vaccine, 
for an end to dis-
crimination against 
people living with 
HHI/ AIDS and to 
end denial. 




see HIV, page 5 
by£~"Q!!S are a big hit on college campuses 
Special to the Future 
Whitehazeclouds hang like 
hoods over student's heads, and the 
pungent aroma of smoke permeates 
the room. 
Each month, the Univer-
sity of Iowa Cigar Society gathers at 
a local restaurant to puff on their 
favorite cigars. In the case of UI 
junior Ryan Lumsden, that would be 
an Arturo Fuente, a premium cigar 
hand-rolled in the Dominican Re-
public. · 
"You don't inhale a good 
cigar. It'sforthetasteinyourmouth," 
explains Ryan Lumsden, executive 
president of the UI Cigar Society. 
Ahh, the bouquet, the 
aroma, the flavor of a good cigar. 
Once considered an accoutrement of 
the cognac-sipping, Aorsheim shoe-
wearing set, cigars are gaining new 
fans among twenty-somethings. In 
fact, collegestudents' new-found pas-
sion for puffing has Jed to the forma-
ti on of cigar clubs on campuses nation-
wide. 
According to Cigar Aficio-
nado,aslick,4-year-oldmagazinecred-
ited by some for helping to reignite the 
smoky trend, the oldest collegiate club 
is the Cigar Society at Florida State 
University. 
'1 think university clubs are 
becoming more common," says Eliza-
beth illjac, an FSU senior and president 
of the Cigar Society at FSU, which 
siarted in 1994. '1 got a ccill [recently] 
from a student at the University of 
Florida wanting to start a cigar club 
there. The more, the merrier. We're 
glad there's other cigar smokers out 
there." 
An estimated 10 million 
Americans are firing up stogies, and 
sales are up for the first time in 23 years, 
according to the Cigar Association of 
America Moreover, cigar smokers are 
getting younger: more men in their 20s 
are taking up cigars, although the high-
est concentration of smokers remains 
among men over 40, says the associa-
tion. 
Since the UI Cigar Society 
won official student -dubstatusinJanu-
ary, membership has increased from 
I 2 to 70, says Lumsden, who started 
photo/SOILEAU 
the club. 
'The reason we began is, 
I've been enjoying smoking cigars for 
a numberof years," he says. "Once you 
start talking to other people-' oh, you 
see CIGARS, page 2 
Visit the Central Florida Future in cyber space at http://www.gdi.net/cff/cff.html 
CB&S BOOKSTORE 
FREE Two liter bottle of Coke product with a buyback** 
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Cigar smoking craze hits college campuses in a big way 
from CIGAR, page 1 
smoke cigars too?' - you [realize] 
maybe there's more cigar smokers 
than you think. Fine cigars are very 
vogue now." 
The group, which receives 
money from the lJI student govern-
ment, holds two meetings a month: a 
casual get-together at a local restau-
rant, and a more informational meet-
ing at a tobacco shop. 
Lunsden says the UI Cigar 
Society adds a little flavor to the cam-
pus. "Iowa prides itself on its diver-
sity," he says. "[The society] is not 
ethnic or about race. It's diversity by 
interest." 
The club, he says, is for 
"anyone who enjoys smoking cigars 
to get together and enjoy themselves." 
Fifteen women have joined 
the club, which Lumsden attributes to 
thechangingimageofacigarsmoker. 
'We're not just trying to be a male-
elitist type group," he says. 
Cigar Aficionado magazine 
has made it trendy for women to 
smoke stogies by featuring 
supermodel Linda Evangelista and, 
most recently, Demi Moore, on its 
cover, Lumsden says. 
"I think it gives females the 
go-ahead: 'We can do this, too," he 
says. ''In the beginning, there was 
very little [female membership in the 
club]. Once other women were doing 
i~ they weren't afraid to come." 
Despite the recent hype, 
however, most women aren't 
lighting up. According to the 
Cigar Association, women account 
foronly about2percentofcigarsmok-
ers. 
Still countless magazine 
newspaper and articles have tried to 
dissect why more women are taking 
up cigar smoking. To some, it's the 
next great leap for women's equality. 
In 1916, or so the legend 
goes, women fighting for the right to 
vote beg.an tosmokecigarettesas ''sym-
bols of emancipation." 
Years later, they would bum 
bras as a sign of liberation. Some 
theorize that this is just the next step: 
Powerful, independent women clamp 
stogies the size of polish sausage be-
tween their teeth as they infiltrate the 
ranks of Old 
Boys Clubs. 
Not so, say women college 
students who smoke cigars. 
"A lot of women enjoy it for 
the same reasons men do," says 
Gretchen Heeren, a UI junior and a 
memberofthe UICigarSociety. "Ifl 
haveagoodcigar,it'senjoyable. That's 
why Ido it." 
She likes to puff on a Island 
Amaretto. ''It's really sweet and light 
and has a really good flavor," she says. 
"It's not harsh like some cigars." 
Zajac, ofFSU' s Cigar Soci-




dency at a cigar dinner last year, "my 
teacher was like 'Women's Lib!' and 
she got crazy over it," she says. ''I 
•Are you concerned about job security, career 
advancement, or simply finding better 
employment opportunities? 
•For less than 30¢ a day employers hiring 
across Central Florida will be able to view 
your resume on-line and contact you directly. 
•It's the easiest and most affordable way of 
finding a job Loday. 
Apply Today! 
Send your check or money order with a resume to: 
Employment America 
2412 Oakwood Court Kissimee, FL 34744-2622 
3 Months - $30 6 Months - $60 12 Months - $90 
Reply today - get one extra month free! . 
You have nothing to lose and a whole new future to gam! 
V~isa/MC Orders Call (407) ~35-1115 
uter Place 
2304B Winter Wods Blvd. 
Winter Park, FL 32792 
671-7911 
We do Software & Hard-
ware upgrades and 
Installations! 
didn't see it that way." 
Zajac admits, however, that 
she has gotten mixed reactions to her 
passion for cigars. ''I've gotten a lot of 
eyes rolled at me," she says. "I've had 
, 'Whatistheworldcomingto,' andthe 
other side, 'It's very sexy to see a 
woman with a cigar."' 
''I get irritated," she contin-
ues. "Why can' tljustenjoy my cigar? 
Why does it have to be an issue? I'm 
tired of it." 
Stephanie Reynolds, 19, a 
UI sophomore and society member, 
says she gets annoyed by the strange 
glances she'll get when smoking ci-
gars with her female friends. 
''I've even gotten looks if 
I'm with male friends," she says. "One 
guy even asked ifI was goingto smoke 
it or choke it." 
That's the rudest .reaction 
Reynolds says· she's gotten. "Espe-
ciallysinceit'sacollegecampus,people 
are more open," Reynolds says. 
Zajac, who wrapped herself 
in burlap to look like a cigar for Hal-
loween this year, smokes about five 
cigars a week. "I really enjoy the plea-
sure of it," she says. 
Her favorite cigar is a 
Partagas 10, from the Dominican Re-
public, ''It's not so mild; it's a full-
bodied cigar," she says, ''It's a nice 
smoke." 
She even stores her cigars in 
ahumidor,hand-madebyherdad.But 
other women arenotquitetheconnois-




become a thing where girls want to do 
it because it's trendy, not because they 
enjoy a cigar," she says. 
Heeren admits that'sshy she 
joined the UI Cigar Society. 
'1 always kind of thought 
cigars were dirty, smelly and disgust-
ing, in general," she says. "But it's kind 
of the trendy thing to do. It's sophisti-
cated." 
The sudden surge in the 
popularity of cigar smoking certainly 
hasn' tpleasedeverybody. The Ameri-
can Cancer Society warns that cigar-
smoking is not a safe alternative to 
cigarette smoking. 
"The reality smells worse 
than a cheap stogy,'' the Society warns 
in its newsletter, Health Watch. 
Not only are cigar smokers 
three times more likely to develop 
lung cancer than non-smokers, but 
people who smoke cigars are as mich 
as 10 times more likely to risk dying 
from cancers of the mouth and throat. 
The Society blames the ci-
gar comeback on "clever marketing, 
slick publications and celebrity smok-
ers" such as Arnold Schwarzenegger 
and Jack Nicholson. 
"Of course it's not the best 
foryou,"saysUI'sRyanLumsden. '1f 
you enjoy doing it, you have to decide 
whether that's a good trade-off for 
you." 
Zajac says she doesn't feel 
that she smokes enough to be at much 
of a risk. '1 really don't see myself in 
much danger," she says. 
She' smoreconcemedabout 
the decisions she must make for the 
FSU' s Cigar Society, which currently 
has about 50 members, including 10 
women. 
For the past two years, the 
society has been an off-campus club. 
This fall, it was given student-club 
status, which means it can acceptfunds 
from the student government. 
"We don.'t even know if we 
will get the money yet, with all the 
attachments," she says. "We're not 
allowed to purchase any cigars through 
the money the university gives us." 
Also, another problem is the 
fact that' 'ports, scotches and bourbons 
go weJl with cigars," she says. But 
anyone attending a university function 
at which alcohol is served must be 21 
or older. 
In any event, "we're just 
glad that we're recognized," says. 
At the House of Lords res-
taurant near Iowa City, lJI Cigar Soci-
ety members puff away while con-
versing through the hazy smoke. A 
true cigar smoker, they say, is not 
discouraged by the stench. 
Although, "it can get a little 
overwhelming," Heeren admits. 
Reynolds says the smell 
doesn't bother her-as long as she's 
smoking. '1 think the smell of some of 
them are more offensive than others," 
she said. 
But according to Lumsden, 
"if you really like the cigar, you like the 
smell." 
Perhaps that's whatsetsapart 
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There are new problems with the SGA 
from SGA, page 1 
Vice-President of Student Affairs 
Le Vester Tubbs, suspended the 
student government's executive 
and legislative branches until the 
fall 1996 semester. SG elections 
and the SG constitution were 
also suspended. 
A Special Commission 
was assigned to review SG 
statues and recommend appropri-
ate modifications: A Special 
Committee was also assigned to 
oversee the distribution of 
student fees. 
The SGA suspension 
drew local and national attention 
and mixed community reactions 
to President Hitt's actions. Many 
Senators questioned Hitt's 
decision to suspend the legisla-
tive branch, and some students 
openly criticized several SGA 
officials. Some students, and the 
Florida Student Association, an 
advocacy group for the state 
university system's student 
government, fought to have the 
UCF Student Government 
reinstated, but with little success. 
The question remained 
of how an entire student govern-
ment could be overthrown by the 
few in Administration. 
In a statement released 
to the press on March 12, 
President Hitt stated that "these 
actions were being taken to 
benefit and safeguard the interest 
of all students." 
After the SGA suspen-
sion, the Special Committee to 
Review Student Government met 
with the intention of making 
suggestions for improvements in 
the UCF Student Government. 
The committee's actions would 
also affect other state universities 
and the future of student govern-
ment and the student power in 
Florida state schools. 
With the beginning of a 
new school year came the 
opportunity for the preparation 
of a new student government. 
SGA Presidential elections were 
set for the third week in Septem-
ber and Senatorial elections for 
the following month. 
Public forums allowed 
candidates for SGA president 
and Vice-President to present 
their platforms and visions fqr 
the new SGA and its leadership. 
The Special Committee 
to Review Student Government 
released a report of their sugges-
tions for improving SG, includ-
ing advice to UCF administrators 
to take stronger action when 
,, ................ .. 
... these actions 
were being taken to 
benifit and safe-
guard the interest 
of all students. 
President Hitt ................... ,, 
dealing with statutory violations, 
and to hold those involved, 
personally responsible. 
Suggestions for changes 
included raising student eligibil-
ity for SG involvement from 6 
semester hours to 9, and requir-
ing SG members to be degree 
the world is getting smaller 
smell better. 
Cl) .... 




seeking. The Committee's report 
noted that Activity and Service 
fees should be allocated on a 
percentage basis for clubs and 
organizations. 
Due to the controversial 
issues of the previous year, more 
students went to the polls to cast 
their vote in this year's Student 
Government elections. 
The winning ticket for 
the new SGA President and 
Vice-President was Aaron 
Scavron and Stacey George, 
respectively. Although serving in 
a shortened term due to the 
previously canceled elections, 
the new SGA president and 
Vice-President will lead student 
government into 1997. 
SG senate elections 
would have offered the chance 
for students to vote on several 
Amendments to the SG constitu-
tion, which were suggested by 
the committee that reviewed the 
SG. The Amendments never 
made it on the ballots. Senators 
for UCF's five colleges were 
elected and all seemed quiet for 
a while. 
However, this year's 
Student Government is not 
without its controversies, as a 
former SGA Senator filed an 
affidavit with the Senate, 
alleging that SG President 
Scavron has acted improperly 
and has broken some Student 
Government statutes, and calls 
for impeachment preceding to be 
brought against several offi-
cials , including Scavron. 
The Senate held 
impeachment proceedings for the 
Student Body President, the 
Chief Justice and the Chief 
Election Commissioner. The 
senate voted to look into alleged 
violations. 
Some feel there are 
ulterior motives in this latest SG 
controversy. Many must wonder · 
if this year's student government 
can move past last year's 
problems and work towards a 
united and productive student 
government. 
ATTENTION GRADUATING SENIORS: 
Make reservations early for lunch or dinner 
Open at 11 am to 10:30pm 
A parly of 6 and over will receive a 
complimentary bottle of wine 
or champagne 
*Now serving mixed drinks, 11Jine, & beer 
365-4774 
Located at corner of 
Carrigan and Alafaya Trail 
2 miles north of UCF on Alafaya Trail 
ROLAND 
I-IYPNOTHERAPY CLINIC 
1310 W. Colonial Dr. Suite 33 
Orlando, FL. 32804 
425-2090 ................................................................. 
Your Life 
is a Terrible Thing to Waste!! 
SAVE YOUR LIFE WITH HYPNOSIS! 
HYPNOSIS IS THE IMMEDIATE WAYTO 
S_T_QP S_~OXI_NG ! ! 
IT'S SAFE, NATURAL AND DESf OF ALL IT ONLY TAKES 
ONE·HOUR ! 
THE CO!>f' OF SMOKlNG CESSA770N 71/ROUGH H'IPNOSIS TAKES FAR LESS 17ME AND COST 
I usr A FRAC170N OF 017f£R LESS EFFEC71VE METHODS. 
PRODUCT 10 WEEKS 11WEEKS 
HYPNOSIS $120.00 $95.00 NON-SMOKER NON-SMOKER 
NicoDerm Patch 
Nicorelte Gtim 
QU!WNG SMOKWG WI" IMPROV!f YQUR HWTH ANQ SA VE YQU MONEY 
IMl'KOVY. MEMOKY I< CONCF.NTRllTION- IMl'KOVF. ~'l'UDY lllllllTS- EUMINATE TESl' ANXIETY 
CONTROL PlllN- t:l.IMINllH: ~TKI'-~· END INSOMNIA- IMl'llOVE SFJ.F-CONFIDENCF. 
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There is hope for a cure 
from HIV, page 1 
for people everywhere to put 
aside their differences and to 
work together to face the chal-
lenge of slowing down the epi-
demic and alleviating its impact. 
At the same time it reflects a 
universal aspiration to find the 
means to prevent and cure HIV I 
AIDS, and the hope that comes 
from knowing that there are ap-
proaches that have Eroved to be 
successful in caring for people 
affected by HIV I AIDS and pre-
venting the spread of HIV." 
Many of you might have 
tried surfing the Net on Sunday 
and discovered that the graphics 
on your computer screen were 
not working. Don't worry, this 
was not a malfunction in your 
equipment and the World Wide 
Web did not have a technical 
meltdown. This was all a part of 
the activities dedicated to World 
AIDS Day. This cyber phenom-
enon was called "A Day Without 
Graphics." 
According to· 
CyberZine, "A Day Without 
Graphics is the day the Internet 
turns off graphics on World 
AIDS Day. The event is design~d 
for all people with Web Pages to 
participate by posting the Day 
Without Graphics logo starting 
in October through December 
and then turning off their graph-
ics and changing page color to 
black and text to white on Dec. I 
1996." 
This disease affects the 
entire world. There is not one 
country who is not affected. 
There have been many advances 
in study of AIDS and HIV. There 
is a lot of optimism for a vaccine. 
"People around th 
world hope for a cure, for a vac-
cine, for and end to discrimina-
tion against people living wit 
HIV/AIDS and to end the de-
nial," says Dr. Peter Piot, execu-
tivedirectorofUNAIDS. "Whil 
we are still some way fro 
achieving these goals, there ar 
grounds for optimism." 
"There is now evidenc 
that efforts to care for peopl 
living with HIV/AIDS and to 
help others to remain uninfecte 
have been successful. Bette 
drugs and simple approaches t 
treat the most common symp-
. toms of AIDS have been found. 
In some Western European coun-
tries the number of new HI 
infections has stabilized and even 
declined," says UNAIDS 
The University of Cen-
tral Florida had information 
tables and HIV testing out on th 
Student Go\4ernment Green on 
Mon., Dec. 2, in observance o 
World AIDS Day. 
of Fresh: Silks, all Students & 
Plants, Flow~~~-----~·-.H ffi }j :=: .. _.:~culty with m 
.~.  . '.).CAScAfiES>>·.. 3. 
~i l~lcflom 
A Full Service Florist 
All major Credit Cards excepted 
Wire Service or Delivery available over phone with Major Credit Card 
Wire service to ALL parts of the country 
In Business over 9 years 
10069 University Boulevard 
Orlando, FL 32817 
(on the corner of Dean & University, in the Publix shopping Plaza) 
wire service excludes discount deliverv service exludes discount 
BAI FOR EXAMS 
WITH DOMINO'S PIZZA! ~ 
UCF r,., "'. '~-, 
384-8888 'IJd WO- • 12213 University Boulevard r-------.-------, • : $9~!s : $12~~ : 
Use Your I LAROE PIZZA : Double Deal! I 
UCF Meal : With Hopping 1 2 MEDIUM I 
Card Try Our New Garlic 1 PIZZAS I at I Crunch Crust! I 
Domino's! I Geta2ndLargePizzaforSG.99: With 2-Toppings I 
Domino's I Offer Expires Jan. 7, 1997 I Offer Expires Jan. 7,. 1997 I 
Accepts I 6 6 I 
• 
O~couponp. erp1zza VaJMlat .partic1-1 ~. One coupon perp.1zza. VaJMlal.P."rtla· 
(iiliiliil ~I pating stores on~. Not valid with arr; pating stores only Nol valMl with any 
~ ~ I • other otter. Pnces may vary. Customer ' other offer. Pnces may vary. Customer 
pa~s sales tax .where applicable I pays ,,.1es tax where applicable I 
~ " , • Dt;!hvel'f areas l~mled lo ensun! safe , • Delivery. areas limited ta ensure saf~ 
~ L . dnvmg. Our dnves carry less than ' dnving our dnves cany less than 
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are trademarks of Microsoft Co-q:mral.IOn.Z.,-Sfa1igh'~ 
he Pentium Proce'SSOf IOf!P::l. ~ Jegls1et~ trademark 
e. Price showrtis 1he ZOO di{ectf5rlce. Reseller pricamay 
~porati()n. .,, <°f' . 
Processor Pentium Pentium Pentium Pentium 
100 MHz 133 MHz 166 MHz 200 MHz • Complete multimedia computer customized for students 
• Campus Z-Station® features: Hard drive 1.2GB 1.6GB 2.1GB 2.1GB 
Monitor 15" 15" 15" 15" 
(13.7' viewable) ( 13. r viewable) (13.7 . viewable) (l.3. 7'' viewable) 
Price $1699 $1999 $2299 $2499 
with LAN card $1799 $2099 $2399 $2599 
• Powerful Intel' Pentium' processor 
• Large capacity hard drive 
• Plenty of memory to run today's hottest applications 
• Plug S. Play into your campus network with a high-speed modem 
• Desktop Systems include Microsoft~ Natural 
Keyboard and Microsoft Mouse 
• Loaded with Microsoft software for study and fun 
Experience Campus Z-Station. 
• Microsoft Office for Windows 95 with Word, Microsoft Excel, 
PowerPoint. Microsoft Access, Schedule+, Encarta 96 Encyclopedia, 
Microsoft Internet Assistants 
for information or appointment CALL 841-2151 • Microsoft Windows 95 with Microsoft Internet Explorer2.o 
• Microsoft Plus! 
SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS •GamesforWindows95 
• Norton AntiVirus and more 
1122 W. Ctl1,,Jr_c~ .~t._, . Prl_a.f19~ ... _ . . . . 
1 
, • Hewlett Packard Color OeskJet available 
.__...., ______________________ ...;..;.J • t • • • ' ~.·Ask abo'ut'M'ic:osoft'Programmer's Dream'PA'c~ '· ... .,. 
http:/ /www.zds.com 
education@zds.com 
~ .......................... . 
The Central Florida Future Classifieds December 5, 1996 
Club Info 
Christian male looking for serious 
student to share 2/2, w/d, own 
bath, 5 min. from UCF (Cam-
Join us for victory in '96! UCF bridge Circle) UCF bus avail., 
College Democrats Meetings quiet, nice townhouse. $240 mo, 
Monday @ 5 pm Student Center, 1/2 util. 273-2877 
I 
rm. 214 more info: Sean 306-0167 1---U-n_fu_rn_i-sh_ed_ro_o_m_w_/ _pn-. v-a-te--1 
Carmen: 823-0526 bathroom 2 min. from campus. 
1----U_C_F_d_em_os_@_a_o_J.c_o_m_---1 140/mo. split utilities 3 ways. 381-
UCF Newman Club 4375 or e-mail BSW841250 
Catholic Campus Ministry 
Mass on campus Sundays 8 pm 
PH 1 15 for more info: 281-4438 
CAMPUS CRUSADE 
FOR CHRIST 
EVERY TUES. & WED. 
NOON SC214 
Jewish? Interested in joining the 
Jewish Student Union or partici-
pating in Judaic activities on 
campus? Then please contact 
Janette Weiss at 
jweiss@orl.mindspring.com 
or 647-5319 for more info. 
RENT. Hunter's Reserve. 2 min 
from UCF. Dishwasher, micro-
wave, w/d included! $615/mo. 
Application fee waived UCF 
students. Call 359-9073 
Apt for rent 2 min. by UCF. 2/2 
Lg lvg rm. Sep ktchn. Many 
dishwashers, disp., wsher hkup, 
etc. Bryn 281-3722 $495/mnth. 
University Estates, Lovely 4/2 Flower Girls Wanted. I need a Earn $15-30 per hour 
many extras, Lakeview $149,900, couple energetic, outgoing individu- immediately. No sales or 
Call 275-2687 als who love to smile to sell flowers1---_t_el_em_ar_k_et_in_g_. C_a_I_l 6_2_1_-2_5_8_4_-1 
Autos 
in nice sportsbars and nightclubs. NOW HIRING!!!!! 
Call ( 407) 359-1749 Come Join the Winning Team!! 
88 Mazda B2200 P-up (white) 
performance tires,directional rims 
tint, bra, alarm, rail sys. bed cover 
cold A/C, great cond. x-tras, must 
see. $5500 Chris 896-3402/399-
4307 
'88 Nissan Sentra, white, auto, 
runs fine, warm air, $1500 
call 365-2406 
internet Access Terminal Sales 
Complete vending units. $200 
min. per unit sold, potentioal 
monthly inc~me $500+ per unit. 
No $$ investment required. Fax 
941-815-9637 
GREAT INCOME POTENTIAL 
While still in school work with 
the fastest growing company 
PT/FT Call 381-1872 
Internet Access Terminal Sales 
Complete vending units. $200 min. 
PAID INTERNSHIP per unit sold, potential monthly 
Communication major needed income $500+ per unit. No$$ 
for internship for spring semes- investment required. 
ter. Experience gained in writing Fax 941-815-9637 
news releases, creating flyers, 1------W-A_N_T_E_D_: -----1 
internal and external newsletters, We need 36 SERIOUS people 
etc. For more info, call Halifax who want to lose weight! WE 
Community Health System in WILL PAY YOU TO LOSE. 
DOMINO'S PIZZA, INC. 
is currently recruiting for bright, 
ambitious individuals to become 
part of our Driving Team ... 
Our team environment provides: 
•Competitive Income (earn up to 
$12/hr) 
• Sickness & Accident Insurance 
• Part time and full time hours 
available 
•Flexible hours (must be able to 
work evngs & wknds) 
• Management Opportunites 
If interested-please stop by the 
local Domino's Pizza in the UC7 
Plaza to complete an application 
or call 384-8888 for more info. 
EOE 
Services 
University club apt. for rent. Brand 
new everything! Ind. lease, less 
than 5 min. from UCF, 285 per 
mo. call 384-0873 Daytona Beach at 904/2544042 407_380-2549 
t-----------1-----------~ Resume/Paper typing Service You 
Administrative Assistant for Real *EARN EXTRA INCOME* write the info-I'll type Extremely 2/2. 3 min. to UCF. Clean & nice. 
Estate Developer, downtown Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing cheap rates. Next. day service 
Orlando, 20 hrs per week, flexible phone cards. For information send a available. Call 673-4221 between 
Bdrm w/ own bath. $249/mnth. 
Dishwasher, disp., washer hkup, 
etc. Brian 281-3722 Avail now. Mountain bikes for sale. schedule, $7 an hour self-addressed stamped envelope to: 6am- I Op 
Roommate Needed: 
Large master suite available. 
Modern 3/2 house near UCF. 
Fuji 15 sp, folds, never used 
$170, also Huffy 15 sp, rarely 
used, $80-phone 673-2245 
Call Jennifer@ 407-841-5093 Inc., P.O. Box 0887, Miami, FL .__ __________ _ 
LSAT GRE GMAT 
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING-Travel 33164 i------------_, Prep course, Orlando, Daytona, 
the world while earning an 15-20 hrs/wk.: Running errands, Melbourne (407)740-0003 
excellent income in the Cruise Ship some office work & knowledge of 1--------------1 
Private bathroom, walk-in closet, 
vanity area. Male or female 
Call Stacey at 657-7185 
Jamaica Spring Break $399 wk 
MIA 3 pay of $133! ReggaeJAM 
24hr info. (800) "U" REGGAE 
& Land-Tour Industry. Seasonal & basic auto maintenance. Near WORDMASTERS 
full-time employment available. No Fashion Square Mall; $6/hr. STUDENT PAPER SPECIAL-
exp necessary. For info. call 1-206- (flexible schedule) Call Lindsay at ISTS. SINCE 1986, NEAR 
971-3550 ext. C54181 894-5090 CAMPUS 277-9600 
University Club 
I C> W l'J 1--1 C> ~ LJ ~ E ~ 
•We offer roommate matching. 
• Controlled access community 
with electronic card entry. 
•Monitored alarm systems in 
each unit. 
• Well lighted grounds and park 
ing lots. 
•Hardwood floors, plush carpeting 
and designer tile floors. 
• Fully furnished kitchens featuring: 
microwave, dishwasher, 
refrigerator/icemaker. 
•Two Story with 1230 Sq. ft. 4 bedrooms, 
2 1/2 Bathrooms 
• klTCHEN 
.. e·-o·. 9 .s· 
BEDROOM 
;·.c· • IJ ·2" 
• Washer and dryer in each unit. 
• Cable television and phone 
jacks in all rooms. 
• Special soundproofing for a 
quiet living and learning 
environment. 
• Equipped Fitness Center. 
• Swimming pool with large deck 
area. 
• Basketball and volleyball courts 
to meet your recreational needs! 
•Furniture lease packages available (from 
$7.50 to $40.00 per month). 
SECOND FLOOR PLAN 
LAV1 
~J 
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Dear Dave, 
Students put up with bad 
parking, crowed classrooms and have to 
pay $50 a semester for student services, 
so why can't we have better recreational 
facilities to release our frustrations? 
The recreation facilities at this 
school are horrid. First, there is no 
space. Second, even when you get to 
play, the courts and equipment are aged 
and limited. 
The education building is 
always.closed and the outdoor courts 
have the appearance of a set from the 
movie Twister. Intramural sports take up 
all the limited space on softball and 
soccer fields. You need a tetanus shot 
just ·1ooking at the student weight room 
and the pool is beginning to look like a 
petri dish. 
There are those athletic-
knuckle heads who say that it is not the 
facilities but how you use them. But it 
is hard to use what is not there. 
Come on UCF, you are a major 
university in a large city with division 
one athletics, how can you explain 
thirty or so students waiting to use a 
pair of raggedy, outdoor basketbal I 
courts? 
At a school with a boasted 
near-30,000 student population, surely 
something can be done to improve the 
current situation. 
Eric Austin 
T LJ~ r ~NTOt:ll Lf no1nR Inc Lei I I ~nL r&..u~•U 
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Lately I've noticed a particular 
trend that has been going on in this section 
of the paper. Students seem to be one of 
two things. They are either maladjusted to 
a being adults in a society where you have 
rules and responsibilities, or they are just 
complaining because everyone does it and 
your supposed to. Let me just think for a 
moment that our peers are not mindlessly 
following the her<l with meaningless com-
plaints. Let's say they 
have serious gripes with 
~ - "'. ' 
is to protect and serve. Instead of pointing 
fingers at specific incidents with specific 
officers, we should be praising the UCF po-
l ice for the accomplishments they have 
made. For instance, when was the last time 
we had a major crime on this campus? We 
don't get them often do we? Isn't that a sign 
of a good job on their part? Do you ever 
not walk across campus because of fear of 
safety? I feel pretty safe here and I think 
most students do. 
Did you know 
our system. Let's say 
they have a tough time 
abiding by the rules and 
responsibilities, rules 
that you must obey for 
your safety and conve-
nience. More impor-
tantly, though , rules 
you must obey for the 
safety and convenience 
of your peers and your 
society as a whole. 
People are putting 
blame on the UCF 
that the Student Escort 
Patrol Service 
(S.E.P.S.), which es-
corts students by foot 
or by golfcart in the 
evening for no charge, 
is run by the police? 
The police actively at-
tempt to make and keep 
UCF a safe campus. 
Things will happen 
People are 
putting their blame on 
police deparbnenL 
I think that is flat 
out wrong. 
from time to time. When 
they do I think you '11 
agree that we should re-
spect and appreciate the officers at this school. 
Before you criticize or downplay an officer's 
role at this college just remember that the first 
thing YOU put on before you go to work isn't 
a bulletproof vest. 
Thanks,UCF 
by DAVID SWARTZ JR. 
Opinion editor 
Finding opinions in an apathetic 
crowd is a tough chore, yet that is this 
section'sjob. Fortunately, many of yo~ have 
taken .the time and thought to send in your 
. views on many subjects, and for that I say, 
"Thanks, UCF." 
You've helped make this section 
entertaining and thought-provoking, but 
even though this is the last edition until Janu-
ary, it's no time to stop. The Opinion sec-
tion will be back - bigger and better than 
ever- in the spring semester, and we hope 
you'll be a part of it. 
Nowhere else do you have a chance 
to speak your mind to so many of your peers. 
Of course some of you are saying, "So what? 
Writing a column won't do any good." Well, 
you're wrong. Case in point: A few weeks 
ago Olivia Curnow wrote a column detail-
ing how living conditions in her dorm build-
ing were deteriorating. She went on to men-
tion pest problems and fifthly air condition-
ing vents. Two days later, maintenance men 
were knocking on everyone's door with 
brand new, clean air vents. Students aren't 
the only ones who see this paper. UCF ad-
ministration also reads the Future to keep 
tabs on the students' needs and wants. To-
gether, we CAN make a difference. 
And that's what this section is re-
ally about. Sure, we discuss national and 
international problems and concerns, but 
we're all here at UCF for the time being, 
and we all play a role in the future of this 
school. 
If you'd like to join us in seeing 
UCF grow, you're invited. We're going to 
need more columnists for the spring semes-
ter. You don't have to be a journalism major 
to write for this paper, either. You've just 
got to have motivation. 
To get your opin1on published, get 
your column in one of these ways: 
1. E-mail it to dbs05766@ 
pegasus.cc.ucf.edu (my old E-mail server 
closed down, so I'll have to use Pegasus for 
a while), or 
2. Put it on disk and drop it by our 
office (the address is in the box below), or 
3. Mail it to The Central Florida 
Future in care of me, David Swartz Jr., or 
· 4. Fax it to 823-9495 
We're looking forward to seeing 
you next spring. 
the UCF police department. I think that this 
is flat out wrong. As a citizen and student 
of UCF I sleep much better knowing that 
in a true emergency help is available. If I 
am threatened there is someone who will 
come and protect me with their life. Now, 
ifl can't drive my car because I have parked 
illegally countless times and there is a boot 
on it, I have no right to take that out on the 
police. Even if it takes several days to get 
the boot off. My responsibility as a student 
is-to park in a student lot like everyone else 
or suff~r the consequences. 
central Florida Future™ 
There has been a tendency across 
all college campuses to down play the role 
of the police department. Even to go as far 
as to say that they are laz) and apathetic. 
Here at UCF the police serve an important 
purpose. Like anywhere else, that purpose 
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by MICHAEL SCAMEHORN 
INTERNET'S J~ 
coming out and games already out on the market. There are 
Web page editor pages rating different games for all kinds of systems. The 
demo section on this site is one not to be overlooked. This site 
Welcome to the season's finale of the Internet's offers a hundred demos and shareware programs and is 
Realm. This week there will be several sites featured along 
with up and coming news. Please don't hesitate to email me 
with suggestions for next semesters edition at cff@gdi.net. 
• http://www.windows95.com-Thissiteisoneofthe 
better sites I have come to enjoy. Easy to understand graphics 
along with several image maps for mouse lover's needs. On 
this site you will find a huge selection of files for everything 
from networking utilities to games to time management 
programs. The author of this site also provides his choice for 
award wining software that he recommends every user should 
have. 
The author of this site was actually a college student 
while this site was hitting it big. Its main purpose was to 
provide help for windows 95 users. It suddenly became 
widely used by many people and download section become 
over populated. The advertisements on this site have been 
estimated to bring in more that six digit figures a month. As 
far as a rating, for windows95 material and software this site 
earns a ten all around and in my own opinion most sites can 
only hope for such a response for the populous. 
• http://www.happypuppy.com - Happypuppy is a 
site more directed for the game crazed players that want to 
know a little about the games before they go out and spend the 
money on them. This site contains journals about games 
updated regularly. Some of the new additions are I Ml Al 
ABRAMS TANK Tank simulator, LOONEY LABYRINTH 
Pinball, MECHW ARRIOR2: MERCENARIES Mech. com-
bat, REXNO BOOPER Side scrolling adventure, SKYNET 
3D shooter, SOUL TRAP 3D adventure, ST AR RANGER 
Space combat strategy, XARGON: BEYOND REALITY 
Side scrolling adventure. 
This site also provides cheats and hints, daily news 
and reviews, and multi-player online gaming. For a gaming 
site this one also gets a rating of a peffect ten. Check it out if 
you haven't already done so. 
Please send your questions, comments, reaction, 
and things you would like to see featured in this column 
to cffuture@gdi.net. Thank you. 
Other Sites To Look At 
• http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-vdavila - A graphical 
artist's page. Nice home made drawings, great links, and 
overall nice job done by a UCF student. 
• http://www.ao.net/-tamen - A Computer science 
student's web site. On this site you will find so~e interesting 
tl}ings including Java and some programming assignments. 
• http://www.gdi.net!cfflcjj.html - The Central 
Florida Future Online! Check out opinions, sports, and 
Dec. 5, 1996 • The Central Florida Future • 9 
features, UCF chat questions, autos, pictures, and more 
online .. Updated often. 
Cyber-News 
America Online Stock ls Up - AOL stock surged 13.5 
percent on the NYSE Monday. This brings an overall gain 
over the past three weeks to 65 percent. AOL is expecting its 
huge growth in subscribers to continue. This is a remarkable 
stock turnaround from its 52-week low of 22 3/8. (Tech Wire) 
Reading Gestures - Mitsubishi Electric Corp. has de-
veloped a low-cost input device which is claimed to be able to 
read persons gestures into a machine. Based on an "artifical 
retina" IC and a proprietary vision algorithm, the device will 
be sold for gaming systems, but is hope to also be able to help 
with sports and people with disabilities. (Electronic Engineer-
ing Times) 
DNS Upgrade for Windows NT - Metalnfo Inc. an-
-nounced an enhanced verson of Doman Naming System 
software for the Internet that offers full capatibility with 
Windows NT 4.0. The newest version has been reworked to 
eliminate several minor glitches that resulted in the upgrade of 
NT 4.0 from previo,!ls version of 3 .51 . (Tech Wire) 
Borland With New C++ Compiler - After years of 
request, Borland International Inc. introduced a C++ compiler 
that uses the same visual interface that has made its Delphi tool 
so popular. The shipment is planned for the first quarter of 
1997. Pricing has not yet been determined. (Information 
Week) 
Total Wireless Communications 
& 
SatelliteOne, Inc. 
• New Digital PCS. 
• Starting at $19.95/month 
•Phones starting at $29.00 
• Unlimited Nights & 
Weekends 
• Florida Calling: Same 
State Same Rate 
• Add a companion 
for just $9 .95 
• Single Satellite television 
systems with programming 
just 
$499.00 
• Dual Satellite Systems 
with programming just 
$599.00 
• Digital Satellite 
Television at its Best. 
Just C.all 407 /884-77 43 
ask for Cindy Lyda 
Complete Line of Pagers & Accesories 
Authorized Dealer: AT&T Wireless Services & Echostar Dish Network 
·-
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Tired of Vvaiting in line 
to sell your books! 
Charge over to 
Knight's Corner. 
\/Ve are having givea\t\Gys 




Sat: l 0-5 
light's torntr 
collEqE BOOKSCORE 
12209 untveRstcg -slvo. 




Staffing Solutions by Personal One is the leading provider 
of supplemental and permanent placement in Central 
"-
Florida. We service Orlando's top companies who offer 




• customer relations/data entry 
• collections 
• inside sales 
• earn extra $$$$ 
• work flexible schedule 
• gain valuable work 
expenence 
• make key contacts with 
Orlando's top companies 
Full and Part time positions available: 
clerical/reception, administrative, customer service, data 
entry, accounts receivable, inside sales, computer operations 
(3rd shift), holiday greeters host/hostesses. 
We Keep America Working 
RLM 
Extraterrestrial Dementia 
The movie maestro of madness, Tim Burton, returns with his 
first feature in two years, ever since the little-seen, yet critically-
acclaimed Ed Wood rewarded vet Martin Landau with a coveted 
Supporting Actor Oscar. No Academy A wards, though, will be given 
for Mars Attacks!, a campy, sci-fi invasion of low-brow humor, 
made strangely derenged by Burton's excessive obsession for the 
macabre. The new film is based on the Topps trading cards of the Cold 
War period. 
Consider Burton an adolescent David Lynch. Burton shares 
the same flair for insanity as Lynch, yet he gets too bogged down in his 
usual cartoon antics. Similar in sight to his earlier effort, Beetlejuice 
(1986) and the boring Edward Scissorhands (1990), Mars Attacks! 
does have one of the silliest ensembles to grace the screen. 
Jack Nicholson plays the big Joker as inept President James 
Dale. Another role as a conniving, smooth-talking gambler hits the 
funny bone on occasion, yet once big Jack takes off the silly long-haired 
wig under his cowboy hat, we see he's nothing more than just Jack, a 
great actor who's inexplicably too close to Burton, probably ever since 
their mult-million-dollar Batman raked in the big biz back in 1989. 
Glenn Close, on the other hand, seems lost in all the alien antics. All 
she does in her scenes is display a ridiculously over-expressive panic 
face. Comic effect in a plot about Martians invading earth can be done 
better. The other unlikely earthlings here include Pierce Brosnan (in a 
painfully flat role), Annette Bening, Sarah Jessica Parker, Michael J. 
Fox, Joe Don Baker, Lisa Marie!, and Tom Jones? 
Attacks! closely resembles its earlier cousin of this year, 
Independence Day. Day, believe it or not, is much superior. But maybe 
Burton's intentions were to imitate Ed Wood, the icon he studied in his 
black and white bio. Wood was our masterof cheap, terrible B-movies 
in an era that brought us Bula Lugosi, vampires, and space cats. Would 
Wood have made a film like Mars Attacks! today? Yes, if it was done 
back then. Burton, in his dubious effort to make cheesy, stupid sci-fi 
thrills cramped with a posse of special effects, tries hard to give us a 
transplanted version of 50s "it came from outer space" hysteria. Best 
intentions aren't always the right ones. •Dean G. Lewis 
*1/2 (out of four) C-
1 hr. 45 min: Rated P~-13 
see FILM, next p1ge 
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After a cursory glance at the press materials on Microcos-
mos, my first impression was: here's a movie that'saboutasexciting 
as staring at an ant farm. After all, the picture is a documentary-style 
look at ants and other members of the insect world. My second 
impression was, do I really want to spend $7 million to watch what 
appears to be a Discovery Channel program? 
Of course, I cast these initial impressions aside and ventured 
out to Microcosmos, largely in part to the buzz the picture has 
generated. What I found was 77 minutes of the most amazing 
photography to gra~e the silver screen. The film is comprised of a 
series of vignettes portraying extreme close-ups of various tiny 
creatures going through their everyday routine of searching for food 
and protecting their territories. Rather than incorporate a dull sixth-
grade science class approach of using a deep-voiced male drone on 
about the fighting habits of the Egyptian dung beetle, Microcosmos 
is all visual. 
Like the 1983 film Koyaanisqatsi, Microcosmos utilizes 
mesmerizing cinematography and a captivating score that rivets the 
viewer to the action on the screen. There is a brief introduction and 
epilogue by Kristin Scott Thomas (The English Patient), but the bulk 
of the picture is the insects in action, accompanied by sounds they 
make when working. 
The wings of a dragonfly roar like a helicopter, and a drop 
of water rumbles like an earthquake. Tiny ants seem as large as cars, 
and a rhinoceros beetle appears as large as a rhinoceros itself. It is 
through these heightened sights and sounds that the viewer is plunged 
into the world of these magnificent creatures. It is nearly impossible 
to describe Microcosnzos, although I suppose you could call it a 
Fantasia with bugs. There is a big fight scene, a birth, many deaths 
and a sex scene with two snails that's particularly memorable. The 
picture really has no beginning, middle, or end. It could conceivably 
see FILM, page 13 
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Join Sea World in a seasonal 
position this holiday season -
you'll earn good money, make 
great friends and have a lot of 
n. This is a special time at Sea World, 
d an especially busy one, too. That's 
, y we're looking for high energy people 
a would enjoy the great atmosphere, 
~he animals and the family-like feeling of 
7 betng a part of our team. 
· We'll provide competitive wages, 
•. fm:;urance availability, free passes to our 
" ~heme parks and flexible scheduling. 
t;.reas of opportunity include: 
• Food Service • Merchandising 
• Games • Operations. 
et the full story on the best seasonal 
~available anywhere. Apply in person 
Monday through Friday from 9:00 a.m. 
() 4:30 p.m. or SATURDAY from 9:00 
a.m. to Noon at the Sea World Staffing 
Center, 7007 Sea Harbor Drive. An equal 
ortunity employer. 
I t I 
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Social privilege and degradation in 1920s China 
An analysis of filmmaker Zhang Yimou•s epic masterpiece, Raise The Red Lantern 
by DEANG. LEWIS 
Features editor 
Zhang Yimou' s Raise the Red Lantern (1991) 
presents 1920s China as a cl~ustrophobic world of social 
privilege and degradation. Our main character is Songlian, a 
young girl who is forced into marriage with a powerful, 
middle-aged master. As the fourth wife, she finds herself 
increasingly drawn to the affairs of the other three wives. 
Yimou masterfully creates a haunting expose of minority rule 
and gender expression that has rocked Communist China in 
the last century. The film is never political, nor does it seek to 
manipulate or preach. However, what Yimou is mostly con-
cerned with is the subjugation of the female. The film paints 
an ultimately disturbing portrait of the self-rule Chinese men 
have over their wives. Raise the Red lantern does not take 
long to turn into the classic Zhang Yimou film. Like almost all 
of Yimou's works (To live, Shanghai Triad), it is lushly 
photographed; its narrative is plot-driven and easy to follow, 
yet, in memory, the picture is as unsettled and unsettling as the 
woman at its heart. 
The red lanterns are highly symbolic of the rage and 
tyranny Songlian and the other wives are forced to endure. 
Yimou carefully disperses Kubrick-esque sequences through-
out his film to attain visual formality . When the head servant 
orders the red lanterns to be displayed at the fourth wife's 
(Songlian) quarters, he stands on the steps of the entrance, 
dignifying the autocracy of the Master. Yimou directs in an 
almost static manner, and his preference for the wide angle 
shot adds texture to an otherwise tragic tale. Yet the strongest 
political overtones, if there are any, lie in thecolorofYimou's 
lanterns. Red is the primary color of China's flag; its shades 
evoke a history of Communist rule. The lanterns, as objects 
where light (fire) is encased in a transparent container and 
protected from the wind and weather, may also represent the 
sheltered lives of our female characters. Similarly, the color 
red elicits power and radical or revolutionary images, all 
seemingly important in a film that unearths China's uncom-
promising stance on social equality between men and women. 
Yimou's narrative allowed the Master to deliberately 
manipulate the wives to conspire against one another. When 
the innocent Songlian retires for the day, she knows she must 
retreat to her bed, to her elegant hideaway draped in silk 
curtains. Once under the sheets, she patiently waits for her 
husband. He is a' man whose commitment to all four wives is 
shattering and deceitful. During the nights he is alone with 
Songlian, distant cries from the wives can be heard from the 
other houses. Yimou establishes conflict early on with these 
sequences, which are also scattered throughout for dramatic 
effect and continuity. The wives begin to turn on one another, 
a result perhaps of the self-rule they've been compelled to 
endure. Even Songlian begins to abandon her naive manner-
isms when she publicly humiliates her deceitful female ser-
vant and, later in the film, physically attacks one of the other 
wives. Yimou may be suggesting that one method out of 
oppression lies in violence, especially relevant since the film 
was released two years afterthe studept uprising at Tiananmen 
Square. 
Raise the Red lantern succumbs to accomodation in 
the end. Yimou might be targeted as a politically conscien-
tious filmmaker, probably in the same vein as America's 
Oliver Stone, yet his desire to translate his country's social 
injustices into readily accessible, epic stories is astounding. In 
Red lantern, there is no room for cultural pluralism. The 
wives become prisoners in their quarters, for they can never 
venture into the outside world or leave the confines of their 
Master's watchful eye. Yimou' s tragic climax, when Song! ian 
watches in horror as one of the wives is murdered because of 
her adulterous behavior and disloyalty, affirms the notion that 
those females who attempt to stand on their own principles end 
up either miserable, insane, submissive, or dead. In the film, 
Songlian sadly descends into madness. Yimou may be surren-
dering his beliefs as well by the time his film reaches its 
uncompromising finale. Is it an absolute necessity to oppress 
a smaller and less defensive group in order for a dominant 
group to succeed? In the history of our world, groups of large 
numbers and positions have reigned over scores of inferior 
races and genders. This worldwide discrimination has made 
these secondary groups merely subordinate, trapped in the 
dark shadows of forces whose main purpose in life is to 
govern. It is Yimou's attempt in this film to reject sexual 
oppression no matter how hard it is to ignore the civil viola-
tions handed down through his country's history: Yimou is a 
realist, and, through his films, he conjures up pleas for change 






Dates: Jan.7, 8, 9, 11, 12 
• West Side Story 
Dates: Jan.21, 22, 23, 25, 
26 
• Man of La Mancha 
Dates: Feb. 17, 18, 19, 20, 
22 
• How To Succeed in 
Business Without 
Really Trying 
Dates: Mar. 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 
• Miss Saigon 
Dates: Apr. 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 
12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 19,20 
Price, productions, dates, 
times, and artists subject 
to change without prior 
notice. 
Call 407-849-2014 
or the event line at 407-
849-2001 for more info. 
All performances are at 
the Bob Carr Performing 
Arts Centre in 
downtown Orlando 
~~ ~om~\it~'W tt.j~ti~t\c.i 
Call for your Free Color Catalog 
!) Books ~Ingredients 
!) Scales !)Supplies 
!)Lab Equipment 







be viewed in whole or in part and still be immensely enjoyable. 
Unlike another all-animal movie, The Bear, there is no story 
or message in Microcosmos. It's simply nature for nature's sake. Its 
the type of film you would expect to play at an IMAX theater rather 
than a multiplex. Yet that's the beauty of the film, the fact that the 
filmmakers took this seemingly boring, educational format and 
created an amazing feast for the eyes. If you are tired of all the noisy 
commercial pictures out this holiday season, and you just want a quiet , 
little film that makes you stop and reflect on the wonder of the world 
we live in, giveMicrocosmos a try. You just might like it. 
*** (out of four) B •Arthur A. Paulk 
77 min. Rated G 
Wet and Wild 
Sly Stallone goes deep over his head in the raging rapids of 
Rob Cohen'sDaylight, a poorly acted disaster washout, reminis-
cent (but less significant than) of The Poseidon Adventure. Rocky, 
packing on the pounds of middle age, has sworn this flick will be his 
very last action vehicle. Yeah right. Aside from his upcoming 
Copland, Stallone may be on the path of redemption, yet Daylight 
is not the story to bring him any closer to that yellow brick road. 
Stallone plays Kit Latura, a cabbie who goes into the blown-
up tunnel that connects New York and Jersey in search of a panic-
induced bunch of rowdies, survivors who seem so narrow-minded 
and unappreciative that they don't know when the big guy is trying 
to save them. Stan Shaw is an unlucky cop caught in the trenches, 
along with the fellow remains of a struggling playwright (Amy 
Brenneman of Heat) who's dead scared of rats, a cocky business 
executive (Viggo Mortensen), a dysfunctional family of three, 
several prisoners, and an older couple still recuperating from the 
death of their son. Director Cohen and screenwriter Leslie Bohem 
let the screaming begin early, and, boy, does it ever. What slows 
down Daylight, unfortunately, is this group's unconvincing bicker-
ing magnified to the intensity of torture, lines that come across as 
nothing more than a forgettable slop of cheap dialogue. 
Stand too close in the film's first fifteen minutes, especially in 
the nicely choreographed tunnel explosion, and you'll get burned. 
Definitely Daylight's shining hour, this sequence sacrifices the best 
for the worst. It comes way too early, and nothing later in the film 
...._ sea FILM, page 14 ~ 
Now playing for a limited 
engagement at the 
ORLANDO SCIENCE CENTER 
Part of the 
Cosmic Concert Serles 
SHOW SCHEDULE 
The Beatles in 3-D 9:00 p.m. 
Laser Metallica in 3-D 10:00 p.m. 
Laser Flashback in 3-D 11:00 p.m. 
Laser Floyd 
Shines on in 3-D 12:00 Mid. 
Mention UCF's Club Corner 
and receive $1.00 off 
with student l.D. 
Shows and show limes subject to change 
without notice for more 





( 407) 896-7151 
Direction• to the Orlmldo Science Center: 
DRLJgJ<; SPECIALS 
SATURDAY 
"IT TAKES TWO" 
• ?- .,· $2 O:lINKS FROM $"'t1t2!! 
$2 DAIQtJlRlS, IMi>ORTS, l)()ME$WIC J3EBRS, 
WELLS, SHdrS, AND DRAFl'S!! 
PLUS MUSIC FROM A TIME WHEN. Y{)U HAD 
A BRIGHT FUTURE, A FAKE I.D,.AND DAD'S 
CREDIT CARD! ! 
MONDAY, TUFSDAY, SUNOAY 
$2 MEXICAN BEER WITH A LIME 
$2 RUM RUNNERS 
$2 PURPLE ORGASMS 
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PREREOUISD'E:ADRENALINE 
Drive. Intensity. Those aren't your character, confidence and 
words you're likely to see in many decision-making skills. Again, 
course requirements. Then again words other courses seldom use. 
Army ROTC is unlike any other But they're the credits you need to 
elective. It's hands-on excite- succeed in life. ROTC is open to ' 
ment. ROTC will challenge you freshmen and sophomores with-
men tally and physically 1.EADERSHIP out obligation and requires 
through intense leadership ~ about five hours perweek. Reg-
training. Training that builds ister this term for Army ROTC. 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE 
For details, call UCF Army ROTC at 823-2430 




2501 ALAFAYA TRAIL ORLANDO, FL 32826 
COME SEE OUR 






2 lighted tennis courts 
Basketball court 
Lighted, sand-pit voleyball 
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May all the Joy and Cheer of the Holidays 
be with you, always and forever. 
• 
DON'T WAIT IN LINE 
ANYMORE FOR YOUR 
TEXTBOOKS! 
Starting December 15, 1996 you. can 
order your textbooks by phone and 
Save Up To 10°/o! 
*Shipping is free in the Continental US. 
*Minimum order of 50 dollars required 
*Returns and refunds! No problem! 
• Call 1-888-21BOOKS (Toll-Free 8am to 7pm Mon.-Fri.) 
• Please have your schedule and credit card ready when you place your 
~)rdcr. 
• Alk)\\' 7-10 days for delive~,·.(Order No\Y~) 
• We accept all majm credit cards(Mastcr Card~ Visa~ Amer. E~press 
and Discover). 
• All retun1s are subject to small restocking fee. 
• For questions or conunents please call (407) 380-7951. Thanks! 
!!r 1-888-21BbOKS 
The Textbook Company 
@Copyright The Te>.1book Company 1996 
Walt Disney World® Resort will audition COMEDIC ACTORS, ACJ..Qa$.:d'VJtQ. ... SING, MUSICAL THEATRE 
PERFORMERS, IMPROVISATIONAL STYLE ACTORS, RENAISSANCS:$t¥t:!JACT.O:as.and EMCEES to fill various 
roles in performance venues at MAGIC KINGDOM® Park, Epcot®, Qj§,g~yfMRM::$~if.J.9*lfil~~§~re Island and Disney's 
Fort Wilderness Campground. ::l!ll!t:::::::::::·:::,;,:fr::::,:,::::>,;,:,;:,)\\)/'' ''':;;::';:;;',;,,,,, .. 
Legit singing and character singing are applicable to some role~t\~i.i.JJ~M~~::m~!!\li~:i·~ffe~~lf~!:~l~mn~tActors and emcees 
are to prepare a one-minute comic monologue; actors who sing :~t~JMP.t;~p~f:if~J;ltii;f:ltl!h9~~f:¢QfiHP monologue and 
16 bars of an uptemp,q,:)~f.19~:'!'.J.W~ical theatre performers are WJif.~P~t~AW§W1@~nM1~filW:tlM@ij~ ballad and one 
~ftif:~ifliRit~~~:~§gra~~!lllr(ij~~~~:~tr~~~~ 
AUDITION LOCATION .:· 
A'.UDitlON DATES AND TIME SCHEDULE 
sATURDAv. DECEMBER:::::~~:::: ':::,:·:::::·:"":::'':?::::.:::::::::::::::::t:::::.::::::::·:::::·::::.:tsu&oivsasceMBER 1 s 
10 A.M .• ELIGIBLE MALE APPt.10.INtst::.tr:ttdO.IA~MJ.:g::etlGU:UJe:::sEMALE APPLICANTS 
1 P.M .. OPEN CALL MALE APPElQ~~~s·::·"}'::jf~~M~ .. ::,.~ff!N:'~ict : FEMALE APPLICANTS 
All performers employed by Walt Disney Wo~'1 'J:::¢~i:Ji~@~f~?~ij'..i~~:'!tttMMt£.~ ::ij&J:!i@R~;tions of a collective bargaining 
agreement with Actors' Equity Association. Fu11:·1li:ij9.:J.~fliP..1~~Mt-®~h@~W~~l!:MJnsurance package that fits individual 
needs and lifestyles. Other benefits include sick daysfl'M@~f:@~¢.tWMi:i\'.@M'iiiHk admission and more. Pension benefit 
is funded with the Equity League Pension Trust Fund, ahd 'pj'§@:J.MA@@fperlb-rmers (full-time and casuals). If you have 
questions, call Disney Auditions at (407) 397-3220 Monday throlig'fi""F'rid'ay from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. or 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
Summer and Smoke 
If a long play is what you want to see, that is just what you are going 
to get when you see Summer and Smoke (***),by Tennessee Williams. 
This is a love story about a very strict southern girl and a rake of 
a young doctor. The doctor comes to court on this young woman but he 
doesn't fare too well. She strictly refuses all of his gestures and soon he 
is on his way to find another girl to call on. All the while, she really does 
love him but her reverend of a father tries to discourage her from seeing 
him again. 
Needless to say, in true Williams fashion, the end has a twist that 
the audience will not beleive. I won't tell you in case you plan on seein 
a revival of this play in the near future. 
The set was spectacularly done, with not a comer left un-deco-
rated. I was truly able to beleive that the I was looking at a late ninteenth 
century living room and doctor's office. 
The costumes were incredible. I have never been to a UCF 
performance before, and I was quite surprised atthe professional ity of the 
sets and costumes. 
All that I can say about the acting is that overall it was superb. Yet 
individually some of it was overdone. I had a hard time believing in the 
girl's feelings for the doctor and vice versa. I can not put the blame on 
a~y one actor, but the emotions, at times, were a little thin. 
I do have to say that the tension level, which is so prevelant in all 
of Tennessee Williams' plays, was there. I was impressed that the cast 
was able to take on such a difficult play by such a difficult playwrite, 
tackle all of the complicated staging, and still keep the intensity which is 
so important to keep the play together. 
The only real draw back that I saw, and this is not even at the fault 
of the cast, is that the play was over2 and 1/2 hours long. I do realize that 
Mr. Williams wrote the original play at this length and I do not know if 
or what sceneumms the director took out, but I think that this production 
of Summer and Smoke did need to be shortened. I was looking at my 
watch even before the intermission. · 
I am not saying that I hated this play. What I am saying is that in 
order to keep a Tennessee Williams play interesting, a certain pace must 
be maintained. This will surely help keep the audience's interest. 
I would like to congragulate the cast and crew on such a wonderful 
prodution and I can't wait for the next show. • Tracy Webb 
. ,.. 
FILM 
matches up. Logistics are of major concern, as our characters seem to 
be all over the place, from one end of the tunnel to the other; in and 
under fans, over bridges, and so on. For vintage disasters, Cohen 
should have remembered how effective those 70s epics were. The 
Towering Inferno. Earthquake. Avalanche. He should have stopped 
Stallone from wanting to be like Bruce Willis. Dying hard is not 
always top order. Everyone tried for a revival of the disaster genre and 
instead ended up with feeble copycats of every heart-stopper from 
Speed to Twister. •Dean G. Lewis 
* (out of four) D 
1 hr. 52 min. Rated PG-13 
Coming Attractions 
Slingblade, The Preacher's Wife, Jerry Maguire, Secrets and 
Lies, My Fellow Americans, The Evening Star, Microcosmos, --
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The Same Old Story: Sequels and Second Helpings 
by ARTHUR A. PAULK 
Staff writer 
In recapping this summer's big screen hits and 
misses it occurred to me that a minor miracle has occurred 
this year. A summer without sequels. A fall with only one: 
D3: The Mighty Ducks. Now I know I'm not the first 
person to bring this to your attention, but think about it for 
a minute. I envision a future when there will be no more 
original movies, only continuing chapters in a never-
ending serial of repetition. As evidence of this theory, look 
no further than such-unnecessary atrocities as Weekend at 
Bernie's 2, Mannequin 2, Return of the Living Dead 3, and 
so on ... and so on ... ad nauseam. 
It wouldn't be so bad if Hollywood had a clue on 
how to appropriately name these movies. But they don't. 
I mean what is D3: The Mighty Ducks anyway? Some kind. 
of feeble attempt at a hip homage to T2: Judgment Day? 
It's not working for me. A classic example is Rambo Ill. 
The first motion picture to star Sly Stallone as John Rambo 
was First Blood. Next came the inevitable Rambo: First 
Blood II. Fine, so far. Then came the disastrous Rambo Ill, 
a film as ill-conceived as its moniker. 
Or how about the Die Hard franchise? The first 
film was Die Hard. Great title. It got the producers into a , 
little mishap with Sears, Roebuck, and Company, but 
that's another story. Then the filmmakers took the next 
logical step with Die Hard 2: Die Harder. But when the 
time came for a third Die Hard edition, Hollywood 
chickened out. I'm sorry but Die Hard With A Vengeance 
just doesn't cut it. They should have called it Die Hard 3: 
Die Hardest, but then again, Renny Harlin didn't direct 
that one. Or the producers could have just saved us all some 
future agony by killing John McClane off and calling it Die 
Hard 3: Dead. 
Speaking of part three's, an interesting trend 
emerged way back in 1982 when Friday the I 3th 3D 
opened. Finally a somewhat original idea, at least in the 
world of sequeldom. The fol lowing year we got Amityville 
3D and Jaws 3D. Then the trend dropped from the face of 
the earth, never to be heard from again. I guess Hollywood 
figured three strikes and you're out. 
If only the makers of Halloween 3: Season of the 
Witch had learned from that creativity. Here we have a 
move of unprecedented gall in the already too brazen 
sequel community: a sequei without the characters that 
made the first two movies popular. That's right, you, Joe · 
moviegoer, plop down your five bucks, sit in the dark for 
98 . minutes, and guess what? No Michael Myers. No 
Doctor Loomis. No Laurie. Nothing. How John Carpenter 
managed to escape from L.A. without his head on a stake 
V ·o·:" L,. U·' ·'N:r· _, .. e· .....  :E_. ..... R, ... : u; 'C/' .. F .....: : ...... ./ .. : .. · :: __ _, / f f / :····;· :····_: ;:·· _; ~ .... > : __ ....... .:--·· ,• 
•Nov. 27-Dec. 24 Volunteers are needed for a holiday gift 
wrap and the Tree of Rememberence adopt-a-day program at the 
Altamonte Mall. These events are to benifit the Hospice of 
the Conforter. For more information call 628-0808. 
• Dec. 7 Volunteers are needed for various positions at the 
carnival to be heald at the UC7 shopping center.Volunteers will be 
needed all day. For more info call Volunteer UCF at 823-3318. 
• Dec.12 VolunteersareneededforaSantaClauscallingevent. 
"Santas" will give children a personalized holiday.message over the 
phone. This event will take place from 6-8:30 p.m. For more informa-
tion call Christin at 836-6228. 
• Dec.14 H
0
abitat for Humanity Seminole County Chapter will 
be hosting a fundraiser at the Seminole Towne Center Mall. Volun-
teers are needed to wrap gifts. For more info. call George at the 
Volunteer UCF office at 823-331_ 8. 
• Dec. 14 The Arthritis Foundation Jingle Bell Run from 8-
10:30 a.m. at Lake Eola. volunteers are needed to distribute candy 
canes, judge costumes and register participants. Contact Christa 
Santos at 647-0045. 
• compiled by Tracy Webb 
for this dirty trick is still one of Hollywood's unsolved 
mysteries. 
Another annoying trend that has surfaced in re-
cent memory is the false finale. Remember Indiana ./.ones 
and the Last Crusade? Great movie. Now I hear that a 
fourth Indy movie is in the works. Excuse me! I thought it 
was the last crusade. Somebody should have sent Steven 
Spielberg and the producers a dictionary. Maybe this last 
crusade is like the final frontier in Star Trek V: The Final 
Frontier, which had nothing final about it, since they 
immediately embarked on Star Trek VJ: The Undiscovered 
Country. It's possible that the producers got this absurd 
idea from Friday the I 3th: The Final Chapter which 
redefined finality with four more Friday movies that 
followed. 
But the ultimate absurdity has got to be casting 
Sigourney Weaver as Ripley in the fourth Alien install-
ment, Alien: Resurrection (due next summer). I mean 
come on, she's dead. Right? Or was Alien 3 just a dream, 
kind of like that Dallas season way back when? One can 
only wish. Maybe she's not really dead, just missing, like 
Jimmy Hoffa or Elvis. Or maybe, Hollywood plans to 
introduce Andrwe McCarthy to the Alien series and re-
name it Weekend at Bernie's 3: Bernie's Pal Ripley. 
CLIMB HIGH FAST 
AS AN AIR FORCE 
OFFlCER. 
Bring your college degree to the Air 
Force. Then find out if yoo qualify for 
Officer Training School. You can 
become a commissioned Air Force offi-
cer .following successful completion of 
Officer Training School. From the start, 
you'll enjoy great pay, complete medi-
cal and dental care and 30 days of 
vacation with pay per year. And as an 
Air Force officer, you can enjoy profes-
sional growth and management oppor-
tunities. Learn what it takes to qualify. 
Call 
~ 
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Gonzo's Growl 
DEREK GONSOULIN 
UCF prevents early 
season super(N)ova 
As most basketbal I coaches 
will tell you, it is good to have two 
things happen early in the season: 
Play stiff competition to prepare 
for conference play and put a com-
petitive unit on the court. 
Through three games, the 
season was not starting so good. 
The only notable team the 
Knight's had played (Florida) lost 
to nobodies Creighton and Dela-
ware over the past weekend. 
As for being competitive, 
UCF lost to Winthrop and barely 
beat Tennessee-Temple. Two 
teams that sounded more like a 
cough drop and a shdners' con-
vention than successful basket-
ball teams. 
-So the Knight's needed the 
win against Nova Southeastern 
Tuesday night to shah~ the squad 
from the do1drums of a slow start, 
right? .. 
Not according to Head 
Coach Kirk Speraw. 
"We have see better (than 
Nova)sowecan'tbeoverly happy 
with this win," Speraw said. -
A 79-54 win over an over-
matched division IT team may not 
turn a program into a contender, 
granted. But simply defeating a 
team with room to spare can help 
build a young team's confidence. 
And confidence will be 
needed when the Knight's face 
South Florida and North Carolina 
State on the road in the coming 
weeks. 
· Cory Perry, a freshmen 
guard, said he was worried at first, 
but -now thinks the team will be 
ready for the better teams. 
"In the beginning, I was kind 
of worried when we had the 37 
turnovers at Florida," Perry said. 
"But now I think wpen we get to 
teams like South Florida and North 
Carolina State we can cut down 
on the turnovers." 
So make that three things 
needed to have a good start: Good 
competition, being competitive 
and blowing out poorer teams. 
I wonder where I have 
heard that one before? 
EXTRAS: The Lady 
Knights, after splitting their first 
two road games, will play their 
first home game on December I 0 
against the South Florida Bulls. 
Students .can gain admission for 
free with their student l.D., ... The 
next UCF men's basketball game 
will be against winless Bethune-
Cookman this Saturday at 7:30 
p.m. 
NON-BASKETBALL 
EXTRA: For edutainment only: 
The Buccaneers will defeat the 
Redskins, 13-10, ... The Dolphins 
will beat the Giants 22-16, ... and 
the Jaguars will lose at Houston 
20- I 6, ... 0h, yeah: Florida 27 Ala-
bama I 6 and in a don't-get-your-
hopes-up-special: Nebraska 33 
Texas 16. 
U CF shows Nova who is top Knight 
by TONY MEJIA tinued to struggle from the charity 
Asst. Sports Editor stripe, nailing only six of 14 after a 
Shaq-like I for9 performance in the 
Nova Southeastern trekked to first half. Much of the second half 
the UCF Arena and made a couple a 
couple of wrong turns. The worse 
however, was the one that led to the 
Arena parking lot. Yes, the Nova 
Knights showed up late, and they 
shouldn't have showed up at all. 
Central .Florida utilized a te-
nacious man to man defense and 
forced six turnovers in scoring the 
game's first 16 points in racing out 
to 20-2 lead. 
Cory Perry and Davin 
Granberry, each making their first 
collegiate start, provided excellent 
pressure and hustle, meriting an 
encore spot in the lineup. 
Brad Traina set a career high 
for assists with five in the game's 
first twenty minutes as Kirk Speraw 
gave 11 Knightsampleplayingtime 
with Harry Kennedy and Mario 
Lovett leading the way by playing 
1 1 minutes a piece. 
At the half, the Golden 
Knights were up a lofty 39 -17 as 
they forced the Nova Knights to 
26.9% shooting and seventeen turn-
overs to gain the advantage. Offen-
sively, UCF relied on the run-and-
gun and worked the ball inside when 
in the half court set. 
Tony Marlow was perfect 
' from the field to lead the Golden 
Knights with six at the break. 
The second half saw the 
Knights call of the hounds to a cer-
tain extent. Free throw shooting con-
saw UCF'ssecond team on the court, 
but Nova never got the lead trimmed 
inside double figures. Despite earth 
shattering dunks by D'Quarius 
Stewart and Inyo Cue, the loudest 
cheer of the night was gained by 
seldom used sophomore guard Brian 
Connor, who finished nicely on a 
layup despite being fouled. Every 
Golden Knight on the active roster 
scored as UCF administered a sound 
79-54 beating. Lovett led UCF in 
rebounding for the fourth consecu-
tive game with a season low seven. 
Kennedy struggled, mustering just 
ten points on 4 of I 1 shooting de-
spite playing a team high 23 min-
utes. 
"We're a little concerned be-
cause these are the best looks that 
he's had at the basket all season," 
Speraw said. "He has to do a better 
job in order for us to compete with 
the better teams." 
Marlow and Stewart shared 
the honors of UCF's top scorers as 
both put a dozen on the board. Cue 
was also in double figures with 10. 
One thing the Knights 
achieved in this game was the abil-
ity to score inside. Everyone from 
Lovett to Granberry to freshman 
Scott White made his mark on the 
interior, a form of attack that UCF 
needs to establish this season to be 
successful. 
"We definitely have to work 
photofSAGINARO 
Freshman guard D'Quarius Stewart takes flight for ~wo of 
his team high 12 points. On the play, Stewart proved that 
his nick-name 'DQ' stands for 'Dazzling Quickness.' 
the ball inside. That's something we 
talked about before the game," said 
Marlow, who hit all six of his shots. 
"Teams are starting to key on Harry 
(Kennedy) and making him force 
shots. Once our inside game gets 
going, it's going to open up our 
offense and allow him better looks." 
UCF wraps up their four game 
homestand on Saturday as they host 
Bethune-Cookman. A win would 
give the Golden Knights a winning 
record for the first time this season. 
That would certainly achieve 
Speraw's number one goal early 
this season- progress. 
........................................................................................ 
Golden Knights get rigid schedule for Christmas break 
by TONY MEJIA 
Asst. Sports Editor 
With two consecutive vic-
tories under their belt the Golden 
Knights look forward to the rest of 
their schedule, concentrating on 
their opponents one game at a 
time. First on the docket-Bethune 
Cookman College. 
The Wildcats look at UCF 
and salivate. No, they are not un-
derestimating the Golden Knights. 
They don't look at them as easy 
prey. However, they do see their .. 
first real opportunity to record their 
first win of the season. With road 
games against the University of 
Florida and North Carolina, B-CC 
must be salivating at the thought 
Sophomore Brad Traina takes it to the rack avoiding a Nova 
ball-swatter. Traina also dished out a career high five 
assists in Tuesday night's win over Nova Southeastern. 
11 ~ . ' ' 
of getting close to home to tangle 
with an opponent that is on their 
same level. Maurice 'Tony' Shea ls 
will look to solid senior point 
guard Mario MiHer for stability 
while depending on senior for-
ward Reggie Bellamy and sopho-
more forward Lonnie Mincey for 
scoring punch. 
Following the game against 
B-CC, UCF hits the road for a pair 
of games against top notch non-
conferenceopponents. On Decem-
ber 14, the Golden Knights travel 
to Tampa to face fierce rival South 
Florida. USF suffered a huge loss 
during the off season when 
Chucky Atkins graduated. James 
Harper, a bruising 225 pound 
power forward leads the Bulls into 
battle. Later that week on the 19th, 
UCF visits ACC member North 
Carolina State, who is experienc-
ing a renaissance under new head 
coach Herb Sendek. The Wolfpack 
play tremendous d.efense, already 
having posted big wins over Penn 
State and Memphis. In their last 
game, NC State held Winthrop, 
the same Winthrop that beat UCF, 
to 28 points in a solid win. Right 
before this game NC State tangles 
with the current second ranked 
team in the nation--Wake Forest. 
Incidentally, this is probably go-
ing to be the biggest crowd UCF 
will play in front of this season. 
The Wolfpack are notorious for 
being able to pack the Reynolds 
Coliseum. 
After the challenging road 
trip, UC,F comes home for a, game 
against Youngstown State of the 
Mid Continent Conference on the 
23rd, before heading to Chatta-
nooga, Tennessee for the Dr. Pep-
per Classic, a holiday tournament 
held on the campus of the Univer-
sity of Tennessee-Chattanooga on 
the 28th and 29th. UCF plays 
Canisius in the opener. The Golden 
Griffiths bring a dynamic 
backcourt to the table in Javone 
Moore and Kevin Thompson. 
Should the Knights win they 
would face the winner of the game 
between Coastal Carolina, cur-
rently winless this year, and tour-
nament host UT- Chattanooga for 
the championship. UT-Chatta-
nooga sports the pre-season player 
of the year in the Southern Con-
ference, Johnny Taylor. a legiti-
mate pro prospect. 
Following the holiday clas-
sic UCF opens the conference sea-
son at home against Jacksonville 
State on January 2, I 997 and fol-
lows it up two days later by host-
ing Jonathan Pixley and the 
Samford Bulldogs. 
Follow the Golden 
Knights on 89. 9 
WUCF-Fivt and 
make sure you 
catch up with all 
the happenings 
when The Central 
Florida Future 
returns next 
semester. 
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